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The statutory grounds for divorce are the key factors in the divorce system. 
According to the statutory grounds for divorce, one spouse applies for divorce, and a 
judge permits or refuses an application. Emotion break was established as the 
standard of permitting divorce in 1980. Five kinds of grounds for divorce were listed 
in detail as the standards to identify the emotion break in 2001 the Marriage Law of 
China (amendment), and established the doctrine of legislative model. The standard of 
emotion break (including five kinds of grounds for divorce) has been implemented for 
fifteen years, so it hasn’t satisfied the requirement of judicial practice. The 
phenomenon is still serious of wanton divorce. The judge who has wide discretion, 
judge divorce cases lack of uniform standards. 
This thesis is divided into three parts besides preface and conclusion.  
Chapter1, focusing on statistical analysis of the statutory grounds for divorce in 
Marriage Law of china. From the perspective of legislation, it adopts no-fault 
legislative standards for divorce and establishes the doctrine of legislative model. 
From the perspective of judicial practice, we can learn the statutory grounds in the 
application of divorce cases. Through the statistical result, I get that they are facing 
difficulties to proof claim and the judge adopt the evidences lack of uniform standards 
and so on. 
Chapter2, the thesis analyzes emphatically the problems of the statutory grounds 
for divorce in legislation and judicial practice. By legislative analysis, it reveals the 
vague legislative standards of emotion break. No-fault legislative standards are 
conflict with the provisions of the Marriage Law of China. Based on the statistical 
results, one spouse scarcely provides evidences for his claims and is difficult to 
collect evidences. It analyzes the application of article 32 in divorce cases, which 
shows that the judge referees divorce cases lack of uniform standards and has wider 
discretion. The mediation system is imperfect.  















grounds for divorce. According to empirical and comparative study, it must insist the 
no-fault legislative standards and increase the contestable terms to the statutory 
grounds for divorce. Based on the foreign mature reference and the results of judicial 
practice, we can establish separation system to guarantee the statutory grounds for 
divorce more reasonable and perfect. Amending the provisions of statutory grounds 
for divorce, increase more no-fault statutory grounds for divorce to make abstract 
"emotion break " more specific, easy to implement. 
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引  言 
家庭是社会最基础的组成单位，家庭的稳定不仅关系到个人的幸福，而且也
影响着整个社会的稳定。自 2001 年《婚姻法修正案》生效以来，我国离婚人数















提升。1979 年我国离婚人数 31.9 万对；1980 年离婚人数 34.1 万对；1981 年离
婚人数 38.9 万对；1982 年离婚人数 42 万对；直到 2001 年离婚夫妻对数呈逐年
上升趋势。③ 




的可操作性，提高了判案效率，节约了司法资源。自 2001 年以来的 15 年间，我
















































                                                             
① 王洪.婚姻家庭法[M].北京:法律出版社,2003.176. 
② 巫昌祯,主编.婚姻法执行状况调查[M].北京:中央文献出版社,2004.194. 
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